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On behalf of the Western States Petroleum Association (WSPA), we appreciate this opportunity
to comment on the documents released by the Commission as part of the July 8 Committee
Workshop and July 9 Advisory Committee meeting.
WSPA is a nonprofit trade association representing 26 companies that explore for, produce,
transport, refine and market petroleum, petroleum products and natural gas, as well as other
energy products in California and five other western states.
Overall, we have serious concerns about the proposed adoption of these regulations. To
highlight and potentially address these concerns, we offer the following comments and
recommendations.

Regulation Scoping Paper
Full Fuel Cycle Assessment
Based on the Scoping Paper and discussions with CEC Staffit appears the Commission is not
planning on including direct and indirect land use change (LUC) factors in the full fuel cycle
assessment for the implementation of the program at this point in time.
One of the reasons provided for this omission is that CA-GREET does not yet include LUC factors.
Although the CEC has a multi-year contract in place to update the AB 1007 GREET model to
include these factors, it will not be completed in time for the initiation ofthisAB118 program.
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Another reason provided is that LUC is currently not at the stage of scientific consensus - enough
at least for the CEC to feel comfortable inserting LUC factors now.
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In addition, the Scoping Paper states that AB109 and SB1240 contain language that would
expand the full fuel cycle assessment definition to include activities such as "feedstock
cultivation, fuel manufacturing and marketing, transportation and use of water and changes in
land use and land cover." Therefore, the clear intent of CEC is to hold off until some future time
when additional factors will be raised for inclusion.
WSPA strongly recommends that the Commission include land use change factors in the AB 118
program's full fuel cycle analysis. Consistent with our position during the ARB'S LCFS
workshops, our industry wants the state to avoid misdirecting resources at fuel technologies that
may possibly not achieve the carbon intensity goals, and may also worsen the overall global
warming situation. In addition, the Commission might want to consider directing some of the
program resources to projects that have no or limited land use change impacts, compared with
others that do.
This outcome is possible if the state encourages the use of certain fuels that are carbon intensive
if the land use change factor is incorporated in the analysis.
We recognize the science will always be better in the future, and stand ready to assist with the
development of that science. However, we believe the state needs to avoid a situation where
certain fuels are allowed and promoted in the near-tern and then found to have been detrimental
after several years more study on all of the full fuel cycle factors.
We have made additional comments on this issue under the Sustainability section.
Fuel and Technology Definitions
The last paragraph of this section says the statute refers to projects that will develop, demonstrate
and deploy advanced fuels and technologies. It goes on to say staff believes eligibility should
extend to projects that would produce or manufacture these fuels and technologies in California.
WSPA believes this is an inappropriate expansion of legislative intent, and may have unintended
negative consequences. We believe the state should not be in the business of providing funds
directly to the production or manufacture of certain fuels and vehicles, thus picking winners and
losers. Rather, the funds should be provided for projects that will develop, demonstrate and
deploy the environmental improvements intended in the program design. The focus should be on
clear and defined end-points for technological innovation. Once a fuel or vehicle technology has
been proven to work, incentives need to be removed. In addition, we would not support the
funding of a multitude of very similar demonstration projects, with the objective being to show
that a certain technology works.
Revenue Streams
None of the petroleum industry companies or organizations is listed in the potential funding
sources section. There is a great deal of emphasis in both this section and the Investment Plan on
leveraging and maximizing the available state funds through matching and private-public
partnerships.
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